
SOCIO-TECHNIQUE 
according to Tavistock
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TAVISTOCK, FOUNDATION

Started at Tavistock, at the end of world war II. Tavistock was 
from the beginning a therapeutic establishment, concerned 
with mental health and individual development.

The members came from different academic backgrounds. 
Eric Trist became aware of the influence of technology in the 
jute industry in Scotland.

The Tavistock approach was the first ST approach. Later on it 
has evolved a "classical" approach, mainly in USA. This was 
more concerned with identifying variances in the technical 
system and less with the social system.
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INFLUENCES

The group was influenced by the wartime experiences.

Bion introduced the idea of small "leaderless, self-
motivated grops" working groups.

Kurt Lewin introduced democratic, autocratic and 
laissez- faire groups, from the 30's

Ludwig von Bertalanffy introduced the idea of open 
systems.

The main feature was autonomous work groups.
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COAL MINING – PRODUCTION

The work in the English coal mines were highly 
specialized. Every person  was responsible for a single 
task only.  There were very low social interaction. High 
labour turnover and absenteeism was the result. The 
Tavistock research team recognised that technical 
optimization at the expense of the human system lead 
to sub-optimal performance. They invented the 
autonomous work group. However, the researchers 
could only influence social system.
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THE NOTION OF SYSTEM

• The Tavistock group became interested in system theory and 
some system theorists, among them Ludwig von Bertalanffy, 
was associated with the institute. He developed the notion of 
open, controlled system.

• von Bertalanffy was biologist, so it was rather natural that an 
organism could be percieved as an open system. This 
methaphor was (and still is) very fruitful.

• Example: A living systems strives to establish a steady state. 
Therefore it will always resist change. The theory of open 
systems could be used to facilitate changes. That's why 
management think sociotechnics to be so great an idea!
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OTHER PROMINENT NAMES

Eric Trist, one of the founders

Hans van Beinum, action reseacher from the Netherlands

Fred Emery, social scientist, organisation theorist, Austria

Einar Thorsrud, Tavistock promulgator in Norway

Enid Mumford, English participative design researcher
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THE MOVE TO NORWAY

The companies and trade unions in U.K. were mistrusting 
each other. Therefore Tavistock could not work in U.K. 

1962 the Norwegian industrial democracy project was 
initiated and they asked Tavistock for help. Eric Trist, Fred 
Emery and Einar Thorsrud began the "Participation project" 
autumn 1962.
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THE PARTICIPATION PROJECT

Objective: How to achieve increased  democracy in working 
life in Norway?

Two parts: 

1) An investigation of previous and  similar projects,

 2) Action research oriented experiments.

Main feature: Autonomous working groups

Interest spread all over the world. Was associated with 
"human relations school", Likert, Argyris, Bennis etc.
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ST DESIGN MODELL

Aims at increasing the individual  to participate in decision 
making and exercise control over the immediate working 
environment.

If the interaction of both the social  and technical 
organisation is optimised the production is increased and the 
skills of the individuals develop.

The domain of the design is work organisation. Development 
and use of IT is one part, but only one, of this! In systems 
development we tend to completely neglect the work design!

Principles in nine steps
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THE NINE STEPS

1. Initial scanning

2. Identify Unit operations

3. Identify variances and key variances

4. Analyze the social system

5. Perceptions of work roles

6. Identify the maintenance system

7. Describe supply and user system

8. Assess the corporate plans

9. Propose changes 
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INITIAL SCANNING

Main characteristics of the production system and its 
environment.

Where are the main problems?

Geographical layout

Main inputs/Outputs

Main transformations and variances

Objectives, both production and social
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UNIT OPERATIONS & VARIANCES

Unit operation effect some transformation of the raw 
material and is relatively self contained

Variance=a potential problem area

Key variance=significally affects the ability of the 
production system to  pursue its objectives.

Variances can be both social and technical
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ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL SYSTEM

Review of organizational structure

A table of variance control

Activities unconnected with control of variances

Description over relations between workers in 
time and space.

Flexibility, possibility to change work

Pay relationsships

Psychological needs
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Perception of work roles

Workers assessment of the extent to which the workers 
believe that their roles meet psychological needs.

The maintenance system

An assessment of how the maintenance system affects 
the production system.

Supply and user system

How they affect the production system

The corporate plans

An assessment of how the corporate environment and 
development plans affect the ability to achieve the 
objectives of the production system.
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PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE

Gather together all proposals during the previous phases 
and turn them into an action plan. Thus must contribute to 
both the technical and social objectives. 
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SOCIOTECHNICAL PRINCIPLES
The Tavistock group has developed a set of principles for good 
design of work organisation. They form a philosophy rather than a 
set of readymade tools.

The process of design must be compatible with its objectives. If the 
objective is to create a participative social system then this must be 
done participatively.

No more shall be specified than absolutely necessary. The rest is 
left to the work group. But: What is essential needs to be identified.

In systems development the opposite principle seems to be 
prevalent. In what respect can the principal of minimal specification 
be applied in systems development?
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SOCIOTECHNICAL CRITERION

The variances must be controlled as close to their points 
of origin as possible. Less variances exported means less 
supervision and less control.

Cf. "Garbage In,Garbage Out"
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MULTIFUNCTION

People should not be given fractionated tasks. The principle 
is sometimes applied so that as great jobstep as possible is 
allocated to the individual. This gives him/her more 
responsibility.

This principle is very seldom applied in systems design, 
with one exception: as much work as possible is allocated 
to the data system. 

Modern  IT uses the same fractional work design principles 
asTaylor did. Think of EDI, work flow, group support etc. 
You avoid repetitions. On the other side, you might get an 
overview over the total system.
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BOUNDARY LOCATION

The boundaries between different tasks and job steps 
must be chosen carefully and they need management in 
order to sustain. Crossing a boundary means left over 
of responsibility which needs management. And we all 
know about: Don't blame me, it was his fault!

Boundaries in information systems more often reflects 
informatical boundaries than boundaries in the 
work.This often lead to a misfit between the IS and the 
work.
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INFORMATION FLOW

Information goes directly to the place where it is needed. 
This usually means the work group. 

Modern IT usually applies this princip, but it is due to cost 
savings rather than desire to increase democracy.
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SUPPORT CONGRUENCE

Example: Group work should have group payment

This is normally not considered as essential in systems 
development. However, it does influence the result, to a 
very high degree also. It is not congruent giving people 
responsibility for a certain task, but then force them to use 
an uncontrollable data system to perform the task.
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HUMAN VALUES

The original principles was:

Demanding and varied job

Be able to learn at the job

Have possibility for decision making

Have social support and recognition

Relate work to social life

The job should lead to a desirable future
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INCOMPLETION

Design is interactive and ongoing forever!

In systems development we distinguish  between 
development and maintenance. Most of the efforts is spent 
on maintenance, though this is seldom recognised what this 
actually means, namely the principle of incompletion.
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CRITICISM OF ST

No account of conflicts, consensus about goals assumed

Little theoretical contribution

Management orientation

Studies limited to day-to-day situations no long-range

Workers and unions normally not active participants

Technology is taken for granted

Not all workers want to work in autonomous groups

ST is used only in plants
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CONSENSUS AND THEORY

They are intervened, since the lack of taking conflicts into 
consideration, was supposed to lead to lack of theoretical 
development. However, Tavistocks goal was not to develop 
theories, their goal was to restore sick organisations to 
health. They took a therapeutic role, often directed at 
individuals.
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MANAGEMENT ORIENTATION

Often, but not always were they hired by management.

The Norwegian Industrial democracy project was sponsored 
also by the trade unions.

The increase of productivity, was a bonus, not an end in itself.
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DAY–TO–DAY

Their studies do not include planning, overall control and 
questions of ownership. This is true, but they have to accept 
the constraints of the situation in which they operate, i.e. they 
were not given the opportunity, maybe due the fact that 
management hired them.

Besides: C.f. principle no 8 in the ST-design principles!
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TRADE UNIONS NOT INVOLVED

Trade unions and workers are normally not actively involved. 
Constraints mostly, but it has been done as for instance in a 
Norwegian printing project. And trade unions are normally 
not very interested!

In almost every of Enid Mumford's project, the workers have 
been very actively involved! 
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THE TECHNOLOGY IS GRANTED

The technology is usually taken for granted and the ST 
studies adapt the work organisation and the workers to a 
given technology. But in Norway the analysis was widened to 
include choice between available technologies. They were also 
from the beginning no engineers among the Tavistock group, 
so they were not in a position to influence technical design.
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NOT ALL AUTONOMOUS

Not all workers like take responsibility and be autonomous. 
Besides a lot of the work of middle management is 
transformed to the work groups, reducing the management.

True, but often work can be organised so a smaller group 
performs routine based tasks. And often can the other 
problem also be avoided.
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ONLY IN PLANTS

ST started at plants and at the shop floor, but Enid Mumford 
has many times demonstrated that it can be applied to office 
work too!

There are also new interesting questions:

- Can ST be applied to distance work?

- Can ST be applied in large establishments?
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BIOGRAPHY

Born 1924 in Merseyside in North West England, 

BA in Social Science from Liverpool University in 1946.

Working in industry, 

Personnel manager for an aircraft factory

Production manager for an alarm clock manufacturer

Faculty of Social Science at Liverpool University in 1956

A year at the University of Michigan

Manchester Business School (MBS),
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BIOGRAPHY

At the Faculty of Social Science at Liverpool University 
Mumford carried out research in industrial relations in the 
Liverpool docks and in the North West coal industry.

In order to collect information for the dock research, she 
became a canteen assistant in the canteens used by the 
stevedores for meals. Each canteen was in a different part of 
the waterfront estate and served dockers working on 
different shipping lines and with different cargoes. 

The coal mine research required her to spend many months 
underground talking to miners at the coal face
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ENID AS PIONEER

The first woman to set foot underground in the mines of the 
North West Coal industry. 

At the Manchester Business school she was the first person 
to do research on the human side of computing. 

She was amongst the first to introduce the principals of the 
Tavistock Institute and the socio-technical school to the 
information systems field. 

Enid Mumford has influenced the thinking and research of 
scholars all over the world.
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JOB SATISFACTION
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JOB SATISFACTION

Mumford defined job satisfaction as the “attainment of a good 
‘fit’ between what employees are seeking from their work – 
their job needs, expectations, and aspirations – and what they 
are required to do in their work – their organizational job 
requirements, which mold their experience”

In her view, both the employee and the employer can be 
satisfied in a form of equilibrium if the needs provide a good 
fit. 
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JOB SATISFACTION
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JOB SATISFACTION

Management and employees creating a contract on five broad 
areas of worker needs: knowledge, psychological, efficiency 
(or support/control), ethical, and task structure. 

She defined the five employee needs as follows: knowledge, 
need to fully use skills and learn new things; psychological, 
need for recognition, status, responsibility, and advancement; 
support/control/efficiency, need for support staff, a fair pay 
structure, and encouragement from supervisors; task, need to 
use a variety of skills, have autonomy, and get feedback; 
ethical/moral, need for fair treatment and communication 
about important decisions
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THE FIVE CONTRACTS

According to Parsons (famous sociologist) the workers and 
the employers ”signed a contract” concerning these five 
areas: 

1. knowledge

2. psychological

3. efficiency (or support/control) 

4. task structure

5. ethical
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THE FIVE CONTRACTS

Mumford defined the five employee needs as follows: 

knowledge, need to fully use skills and learn new things; 

psychological, need for recognition, status, responsibility, 
and advancement; 

support/control/efficiency, need for support staff, a fair pay 
structure, and encouragement from supervisors; 

task, need to use a variety of skills, have autonomy, and get 
feedback; 

ethical/moral, need for fair treatment and communication 
about important decisions, shared values and ideology 
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THREE BASIC NEEDS

Mumford further characterized these needs into three 
groups: 

1. needs associated with one’s personality, which were 
knowledge and psychological needs; 

2. needs associated with competency, control, and efficiency, 
which were support/control and task needs;  

3. needs associated with employee values, which were 
ethical/moral needs. 
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Contract Employer Employee
The knowledge 
contract

Needs a certain level of skill and 
knowledge in its employees to 
function efficiently

Wishes the skills and knowledge 
they bring with them to be used 
and developed

The psychological 
contract

Needs employees who are 
motivated to look after its 
interests

Seeks to further interests private to 
self, e.g. to secure: Achievement, 
recognition, responsibility, status

The efficiency/
rewards contract

Needs to implement generalized 
output, quality standards and 
reward system

Seeks a personal, equitable effort-
reward bargain and controls, 
including supervisory ones, which 
are perceived as acceptable

Tha task structure 
contract

Needs employees who will 
accept technical and other 
constraints which produce task 
specificity or task differentiation

Seeks a set of tasks which meets 
their requirements for task 
differentiation, e.g. which 
incorporate variety, interests, 
targets, feed-back, task identity 
and autonomy

The ethical (social 
value) contract

Needs employees who will 
accept the firms ethos and values

Seeks to work for an employer 
whose values do not contrivers 
their own



THE ETHICS MODEL
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THE ETHICS MODEL

A company’s needs do not have to clash with employees’ needs, 
but can work in tandem to produce a good outcome for both 
employees and the company’s bottom line 

Mumford developed these ideas as a way to manage company 
change because she believed “participative strategies for meeting 
human needs at work can achieve higher morale, more job 
satisfaction, greater efficiency and an improved quality of life”

She saw her ideas as having relevance for blue-collar work 
initially, although she later focused on computer technology and, 
in the last years of her life, she suggested applying these ideas to 
cyber-crime and drug problems. 
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DESIGN METHODS

Methods with a socio-technical philosophy and approach 
include:

Checkland's Soft System Methodology, 

Avison and Wood-Harper's Multiview 

ETHICS approach – ETHICS standing for Effective Technical 
and Human Design of Computer-based Systems 
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ETHICS – STAGES

1. Diagnosis of needs 

2. Setting of objectives

3. Identifying solutions 

4. Choice and implementation of solution

5. Follow-up evaluation

6. Reports for the company and academic  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1. DIAGNOSIS OF NEEDS

1. Why do we need to change? Discuss existing problems and 
the improvement offered by new technology. 

2. What are the system boundaries? Where do our design 
responsibilities begin and end? 

3. Make a description of the existing work system. It is 
important to understand how this operates before 
introducing a replacement or modification. 

4. Define key objectives. Why does this department or function 
exist? What should it be doing? 
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1. DIAGNOSIS OF NEEDS

5. Define key tasks and information needs. What are the tasks that 
must be completed irrespective of organisation or technique 
used? What information is required to complete these tasks? 

6. Measure pre-change job satisfaction. Here a questionnaire is 
used. The design group gives this to everyone likely to be affected 
by the change. 

7. Measure efficiency. A second questionnaire based on the control 
theories of Stafford Beer is also given to everyone likely to be 
affected. 

8. Assess what is likely to change in the research situation in the 
future. Design must be for the future as well as the present. 
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2. SETTING OF OBJECTIVES

9. Clear efficiency, job satisfaction and future change objectives 
are now set for the new system.  
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3. IDENTIFYING SOLUTIONS 

• The design group now identifies and discusses in detail a 
range of alternative organisational and technical design 
options. 

• Socio-technical solutions will be included in this but these are 
not always the ones that are finally selected by the design 
group. 

• At this stage the design options are likely to be discussed 
with the project steering group. 
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4. CHOICE AND 
IMPLEMENTATION OF SOLUTION

The solutions are ranked according to both technical and 
social aspects

Job satisfaction is an important part of the social aspects

It is measured via enquires
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5. FOLLOW-UP EVALUATION

The first evaluation often indicates problems for those who 
not has been involved in the development

After 2-3 years the workers have discovered both indicated 
use but also new, unknown uses, of the system.
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6. REPORTS FOR THE COMPANY 
AND ACADEMIC

Since ETHICS was developed in the academy an important 
part are articles describing the theory and practice of the 
research 
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IT PROBLEMS
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PROBLEMS WITH IS

An incredible total of 80-90% of software projects are 
terminated before completion or are delivered over budget! 

Only16% of software projects are on schedule and within budget. 

Large organisations have a lower success rate: only 9%!

Managers appear to assume that the problem requires more 
rigorous application of existing methods. 

The result is a stuckness-loop in which additional resources are 
unthinkingly applied to the problem without addressing the 
underlying problems.  When the medicine does not seem to 
work, increase the dose, don’t change! 😞
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MINIMIZING RISKS

One of the main strategies for minimizing risk is to contract a 
large software company with experience of enterprise level 
systems. In the past this gave rise to the well known quotation 
from the 1970’s:

No-one ever got fired for buying IBM. 

However, most large software suppliers have a long history of 
failure to implement, which is the cause of the poor statistics 
for successful implementation. 

This means organisations actively select software development 
methods that are ineffective and have a history of failure
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REASONS 1

People managing software projects have not learned from 
previous failures. Most software failures are hidden from view. 

The core element of the problem is not technology but 
people. People are ill fitted to manage the level of complexity 
involved in successful software development.

However, there are mechanisms and controls available to 
address such complexity in a near optimal way.
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REASONS 2

Each development group starts essentially from scratch in 
naive ignorance, using what they understood to be the latest 
software development methodology. 

Such methodologies considers mostly the technical aspects 
and not the limitations and expectations of the humans 
involved. 

In a discipline where articles more than a few years old are 
considered out of date, the problems would inevitably 
continue. People repeat the same mistakes.

Over and over again.
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IMPROVING – THEORY

Business capability is the ability of a business to perform a 
specified task. Producing an invoice is an example of a 
business capability. 

When the routine can change, adapt and learn, it may be 
described as a dynamic capability.

Reduction of error using negative feedback is a fundamental 
part of technical systems

Systems capability depends on its organisation, 
communication and the information it contains
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IMPROVING – THEORY

Enid Mumford likes to use Ashby’s law of requisite variety to 
explain how the information content of the management 
system needs to at least equal that of the environment which 
it hopes to control.

The controlling system need to be more complex than the 
system it controls.

Applied to systems development it says simply that not only 
technical issues must be taken into account.
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LEVITT’S MODELL FOR CHANGE
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BEHAVIOR OF MANAGEMENT 
(RUSSEL ACKOFF)

They are rooted in the belief that there are simple solutions 
to even the most complex of problems.

They do not learn from bad experiences. 

The perceived need to learn something new is inversely 
proportional to the rank of a manager.
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The End


